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1. For A, B operators on the Hilbert space H, [A, B] = AB — BA. 
The selfcommutator of A is [A*, A~\. If E is a closed proper subset of the 
plane, R(E) will be the rational functions analytic on E. The operator A is 
said to be rc-multicyclic if there are n vectors gl9 . . . , gn e H, called 
generating vectors, such that {r(A)gi:r e R(sp(A)), 1 ^ i ^ n) has span 
dense in H. This paper will outline a circle of ideas culminating in the 
following result. 

MAIN THEOREM. If A is an n-multicyclic hyponormal operator, then 
[_A*9 A\ is in trace class, andtr\_A*, A"] ^ (n/n)a>(sp(A)), where œ is planar 
Lebesgue measure. 

This result is especially interesting because of the scarcity of known 
conditions insuring that the selfcommutator lie in trace class. The above 
result is new even when A is subnormal and has a cyclic vector in the 
usual sense. The best previous result in this direction is due to T. Kato 
[1], and states that if Re(̂ 4) has finite spectral multiplicity n, then [^*, A~\ 
is in trace class. Kato provides a trace estimate which Putnam [4] is 
able to use to prove the above estimate, where n is an upper bound for the 
spectral multiplicity of Re(^). 

The Kato-Putnam estimate and the main theorem above are indepen
dent. For example, using a result of J. W. Helton and R. Howe, un
published as yet, which provides a lower bound for the spectral multiplicity 
of the real part of a hyponormal operator, one can see that the real part of 
the 1-multicyclic operator given by multiplication by z on R2 of a Swiss 
cheese has infinite spectral multiplicity almost everywhere. 

Throughout the following, a space and the orthogonal projection onto 
that space will be denoted by the same symbol. All spaces are Hilbert 
spaces. 

2. The following lemma is central. 
STRUCTURE LEMMA. Let T and A be hyponormal operators on H and K 
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respectively, and let W:H -> K be a trace class operator with dense range, 
such that WT ^ AW. Then t r [4*, A~\ ^ tr[T*, T ] . 

PROOF. It may be assumed that tr[T*, T] < oo. Let N be the null 
space of W. Since N is an invariant space for T9 TN is also hyponormal. 
It will be shown that t r [^* , ,4] + tr[NT*9 TW] ^ tr[T*, T] . 

Let {cpn}n be a complete orthonormal system of eigenvectors for W*W, 
with W*Wcpn = X2

n(pn, kn ;> 0. Then the vectors {i//n:Àn > 0} given by 
Wq>n = A„i/fn are a complete orthonormal basis for K. Let Lt = H © K 
have the norm ||/z © k\\f = t2\\h\\2 + \\k\\2, for f > 0, and let J be the 
closed subspace spanned by the vectors {h © Wh:h e H}. 

is a complete orthonormal basis for J. Note that J is an invariant space 
for T © A, so (T © ^ ) / is hyponormal. (T © ^)H - (T © 0), which, 
when restricted to if © 0, is unitarily equivalent to T, so if it can be 
shown that H - / is in trace class, [J(T © A)*, (T © ^ ) J ] will lie in 
trace class, and 

t r [ / (T © A)*, (T © A)/] = tr[H(T © ,4)*, (T © ^)H] = tr[T*, T] . 

But the space spanned by the vectors {cpn, i/jn} reduces H — J, and on 
this space H — J has trace norm 2Xn(t

2 + A2) - 1 / 2 . Thus, H — J has trace 
norm £ n 2Ân(t

2 + Aj)"1/2 ^ It'1 £„ ^ - N o w consider 

\x[J{T ® A)*,{T ® A)f\ 

= E {||(T© ^ 2 + ttrll2((Pn ® Wn)\\2 

A n >0 

- \\J(T* © ,4*)(*2 + Xlrll\tpn © A>„)||f} 

+ E {\\{J®A\rlq>, © 0)||2 - J(T* © A*Xrl<pH © 0)||2}. 
A„=0 

The diligent reader will discover that the summand in the first sum 
approaches WAxj/J2 - \\A*\l/n\\

2 as t -• 0. (To show that ||/(0 © u)\\2 -> 
||w||2, he will evaluate the norm of the projection using the orthonormal 
basis for J, and apply the Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem to 
the resulting sum.) A similar technique, applied to the summands of the 
second sum, and now invoking Lebesgue dominated convergence, shows 
that they approach 

\\T<p„\\2 - S {|<r>„,ç,m>|2} = {\\TN<pn\\
2 - \\NT*<pn\\

2}. 
Aw = 0 

Thus, by Fatou's theorem, t r [^* , A] + tr[JVT*, TN~\ ^ tr[T*, T ] . 
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In light of the Structure Lemma, it is obviously desirable to produce a 
supple family of hyponormal operators Twith trace class selfcommutators. 

DEFINITION. For \i a finite measure with compact support E contained 
in the compact set F, R2(F, fx) will be the closure of R(F) in L2{p). 
R2(E, fi) will be written R2(JLL)> If F does not divide the plane, R2(F, p) = 
H2(ia). Tf on R2(F,p) will be the operator PLfP, where P is the 
orthogonal projection on L2(p) with range R2(F, p). 

COMPUTATIONAL LEMMA. Let D = {z:\z\ < 1}, and let H = 
H2(xDœ)' P°r ƒ G H^^jyO)), let Tf = Lf on H, where Lf is the Laurent 
operator. If f = ^=0 <V"> then 

tvlT},Tf-] = fn\an\
2=-\\r\2dœ 

= n~* {Area off(D), counting the multiplicity of the covering}. 

PROOF. The first equality may be computed directly, using the basis 
{(n + l)1/2z"}^0. The others are well known. 

COROLLARY. Let U be a simply connected open set with a smooth 
Jordan curve for its boundary. Let g be the Riemann map from U to D. 
Then the map Tz on H2(xu W\2 <*>) satisfies tr[T*, T2] = 7c_1o)(t7). 

PROOF. Taking g~l = ƒ, Tz is unitarily equivalent to 7} above. 
REMARK. If Al9 . . . , An are each Tz on the respective spaces R2{fii), if 

their spectra are pairwise disjoint and if tr[^f, A^\ = pt < oo, then the 
operator Tz on R2(fi1 + • • * + nn) satisfies tr[T*, Tz] = px + • • • + pn. 

It is also necessary to produce trace class intertwining maps. Let 
T e B(H). Suppose there is a map z -> kz, from the open set U to H, which 
is conjugate analytic as a map into H in the strong topology, and such 
that there is a vector x e H satisfying (r(T)x, kz> = r(z), for all rational 
functions r with poles off sp(T), and all z e U. Then the triple (U9 fc2, x) 
will be called an analytic evaluation for T, if T*fcz = zkz for all z e U. 

INTERTWINING LEMMA. Let (U,kz,x) be an analytic evaluation for 
Te B(H), and suppose that x is a 1-multicyclic vector for T. If ue if, let 
û(z) = <w, k2>, for z eU. Let A e B(K) such that sp(A) c (7, and let 
yeK. Define W:H -+ K, Wu = û(A)y. Then WT - AW, and W lies in 
trace class. 

PROOF, Û is analytic on an open neighborhood of sp(^l), and so u{A) is 
well defined, say by the Riesz integral. Since kz is an eigenvector for T* 
with eigenvalue z, (7¥)A = zu. Thus WT = AW. That Polies in trace class 
results from the fact that the map z —> kz is strongly conjugate analytic on 
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an open neighborhood of sp(A). Let T1 be a finite set of smooth Jordan 
curves bounding sp(^l) from Ve, and let T2 be another such set bounding 
r x from U\ and T3 a third, bounding T2 from Uc. Let Àt be arc length on 
Tt. Let Ht be the closure of the functions {û:ueH} in L2(/Lf). Let 
W3 :H -> H3 by W3w = t/|r3. H3, H2, and f/1 admit analytic evaluations. 
Define W-u = w|r. for w e HI + 1 for i = 2, 1 and WQW = w(^[)j for ueH^. 
W = W0W1W2W3, each Ŵ  is bounded and it is easy to represent W2 and 
W1 as integral operators with square-summable kernels. Thus W2 and 
W1 are Hilbert-Schmidt operators, and so W2W1 is in trace class [2]. 

COROLLARY. Let \x be a finite measure with compact support. Let 
K = H2(p) and let E be the complement of the unbounded component of the 
complement of sp(Tz). [T*, Tz] is in trace class and tr\_Tf, Tz] ^ n~ lco(E). 

PROOF. Let A = Tz on K. Let U be a simply connected open set with 
smooth Jordan boundary such that E ç U and co(U) — co(E) is small. 
Let T be Tz on H = H2(xv \g'\2 œ), where g is as in the corollary to the 
Computational Lemma. Then tr[T*, T] = n~lco(U). Since \gf\2 is 
bounded away from zero on compact sets in U, there exist vectors 
kzeH such that (U,kz9 1) is an analytic evaluation for T. Thus the 
Intertwining Lemma applies. W\ = 1 is a cyclic vector for Tz on K, so 
VF has dense range. Thus, the Structure Lemma applies, and so 
\x[A*,A~\ S 7T~1CÜ(C7). T h u s t r [ ^ * , ^ ] ^ T T 1 ^ ) -

SUBSPACE DOMINANCE LEMMA. Let the hyponormal operator A e B(H) 
be n-multicyclic, with generating vectors gx,. . . , gn. Let E be a compact set 
containing sp(^4). Let V be the closure of the space spanned by {r{A)gi: 
r e R{E), and 1 ^ i ^ n}. Then V is an invariant space for A, AV is 
hyponormal, sp(/l|F) ç E, AV is n-multicyclic with generating vectors 
gl9... ,gnandtr[A*,A'] g tr[VA*9AV]. 

PROOF. Unless tr[KA*,;4F] < oo, there is nothing to prove. Let 
{ai}f= t be a sequence of points in E ~ sp(A) which land densely in each 
component of sp(^)c which lies entirely in E. Let rm(z) = r i m =i( z ~~ aè~l-
Let Vm = rm(A)V9 V0 = V. Then Vm+1 3 Vn9 rank (Vm+i - > J ^ n, and 
Vm s H strongly. Thus tr[ymA*9AVm] = tr[VA*9AV~]. Let {ek}k be an 
orthonormal basis for H. 

Xx\ymA*,AVm-\ = £ [ M ^ A l l 2 - \\VmA*ek\\
2l 

k 

Thus, since the summands are all nonnegative and approach the corre
sponding terms for tr[^4*,v4], Fatou's lemma guarantees the desired 
inequality. 

SECOND COMPUTATIONAL LEMMA. Let Ul9 . . . , Un be open sets with 
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disjoint closures, each bounded by finitely many disjoint smooth Jordan 
curves. Let U — [jn Ut and H = R2(XU-CD). Then Tz on H satisfies 
t r[T*,T z] ^n-'œiÙ). 

PROOF. Let {Gi}f:=l be simply connected open sets with smooth 
Jordan curves as boundaries such that each G[~ lies in a separate bounded 
component of U~e, and such that ]T. œ(Gt) is close to the total area of the 
bounded components of U~c. Choose gt so that Tz on H2(\g'^2 XGP) 
satisfies tr[T*, T j = n~1œ{G^. Let Tbe Tz on if, S be Tz on 

R2(xu-o> + Y,M2up\ 

Tt be J , on H2U\2 XGio>\ and let S' be Tz on H2(Xu~co + £ . l^]2 *Gico). 
Let L? be the complement of the unbounded component of Uc. Then 

tr[T*, T] + Ti"1 X co(Gf) = tr[T*, T] + £ t r [ T f , Tj 

- tr[S*,S] g tr[S'*,S'] ^ it'^Ü). 

Thustr[T*, T] ^ T T ^ C / ) . 

It is now possible to prove the Main Theorem. 

THEOREM 1. Let A e B(K) be hyponormal, with n-multicyclic generating 
vectors gx, . . . , gn. Then tr[^4*, A~] ̂  (n/n)a>(sp(A)). 

PROOF. Let U be an open set bounded by a finite number of disjoint 
smooth Jordan curves, such that sp(^) c= [ƒ, and œ(U) — co(sp(̂ 4)) is 
small. Let K' be the space spanned by {r{A)gi\r e R(U~), and 1 S i S n}. 
Let A' be the restriction of A to K'. A' is hyponormal, and sp(Af) ç: JJ. 
{gl9 . . . ,gn} is a set of /7-multicyclic vectors for A'. By the Subspace 
Dominance Lemma, t r [^* , A~\ ^ trjyl'*, A'~\. 

Let T = 0 X;= 1 r , acting on if = 0 ^ *2(Xr/œ). 
By the Second Computational Lemma, tr[T*, T] ^ («/7r)co(t/). Thus, 

it only remains to produce an intertwining map between T and A' satisfy
ing the conditions of the Structure Lemma. 

R2(XU-CD) has reproducing kernel kz at each z e U. The map z -» /cz is 
strongly conjugate analytic, and the triple (U, kz, 1) is an analytic evalua
tion. Thus by the Intertwining Lemma, the map Wi:R

2(xuco) -> K' 
defined by Wf — /04')#i l i e s i n t r a c e class, and WtTz = A'Wt. Let 
W:® E" = 1 ^2(Zi/-^) -+ # ' by W = Yj!^1 Wt. W lies in trace class, 
and WT = ^4'W. Clearly, the range of Wis dense in K'. Thus 

t r[^*,yl] ^ t r [ ^ ' * , ^ ' ] ^ tr[T*, T] ^ (n/n)co(U). 
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COROLLARY (PUTNAM'S THEOREM [3]). If A e B(H) is hyponormal, then 
\\[A*9A]\\ ^ n-'coispiA)). 

PROOF. Let xe H9 \\x\\ = 1, and let V be the closure of the set of 
vectors {r(A)x:r e jR(sp(^))}. V is an invariant space for A. Let A' be the 
restriction of A to V. A' is hyponormal. 

If y e V and a e sp(A)c
9 (A - al)~ly e V. Thus sp{A) =2 sp(^')- It is 

clear that A' is 1-multicyclic. Thus 

<[v4*,v4]x,x> = ||Ax||2 - M*x||2 S \\Ax\\2 - ||K4*x||2 

= \\Afx\\2 - \\A'*x\\2 

= <[A*, A > , x > S tr|>l'*, A ] 

S T T ^ s p ^ ' ) ) S 7c_1co(sp(i4)). 

3. The techniques used above suffice to yield the following results. 

THEOREM 2. If the hyponormal operator A has analytic evaluation 
{U, kz, x), then tr[>*, A~\ ^ n^o^U). 

THEOREM 3. If A is a 1-multicyclic hyponormal operator with generating 
vector x, if V is an invariant space for A containing x, and if A' is the 
restriction of A to V, then 

\x[A*,A~\ + Tr-^spCA) - sp(^)) ^ tr[A'*,A'~]. 

The corresponding result for «-multicyclic hyponormal operators is 
rather more complicated, and requires a fairly lengthy explanation. 

THEOREM 4. For r e R(E), Tr on R2(E, fx) satisfies 

[ T * , T r ] £ - f \r'\2dœ. 
71 Jsp(Tz) 

Note that the quantity [T*, 7̂ .] is a quadratic norm on R(E). The above 
theorem may be generalized to all functions in the Hilbert space so 
determined. The following is unknown. 

CONJECTURE. There is a measurable function g defined on sp(7^) such 
that 0 g gr ^ 1, and tr[T*, Tr] = n'1 Jsp(Ts) \r'\2 g dœ for all r e R(E). 

THEOREM 5. If R2(E, pi) has analytic evaluation ( U, kz9 1), F is a compact 
subset of U, v is a finite measure supported on F9 and r e R(E)9 then 
tr[T*, 7 ]̂ is the same, whether computed on R2(E9 ja) or on R2(E9 xFcfi + v). 

THEOREM 6. If R2(E9 n) has analytic evaluation(U9kz9 l)9andO ^ g S 1 
is a measurable function such that # - 1 ( [0 , 1)) cz U, then for all r e R(E)9 

tr[Tr*, Tr] is not increased when it is computed on R2(E9 g pi) rather than on 
R\E9 ii). 
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THEOREM 7. Let A2(U) be the Hubert space of all functions analytic on 
the open set U, and square summable with respect to Xvœ- Let f be bounded 
and analytic on U. Then t r[T^, Tf] = TC_1 j / ( C 7 ) n(z,f) dco, where rj(z,f) 
is the cardinality of ƒ _1(z). 

This theorem may be generalized to the setting of complex manifolds. 
For ja a finite measure with compact support E, and F a compact set 

containing E, let R = R2(F, fi) c L 2 ( /4 and for ƒ e L°°(/4 define the 
"Hankel operator" Hf by Hf = (I - R)LfR. Let j f = {ƒ e L°°(fi):Hf 

is compact}. 

THEOREM 8. If ƒ e £(F), then Hf is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 2tf is a 
closed subalgebra of L00(/x);, and Jf7 contains L°°(/x) n JR2(F, JU) + C(2s). 
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